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<영어>
1. The destitute family are given an allowance.

① frigid ② hurried

③ important ④ impoverished

정답 ④

   적중: 스파르타 어휘집 p 96 605번

605. The destitute family are given an allowance. 

① impoverished ② anomalous

③ frigid ④ perpetual

≫ destitute : 가난한

2. She enjoyed the lassitude of convalescence in which time hurry and doing

did not exist.

① excitation ② languor

③ lascivious ④ appeasement

정답 ② 

적중: 스파르타 어휘집 p145 932번

932. She enjoyed the lassitude of convalescence in which time, 

    hurry, and doing did not exist.  • 1991.서울대 대학원,1992 11.대한생명

① languor ② zeal

③ excitation ④ appeasement

≫ lassitude : 피곤, 나른함 

3. Young activists were kept close tabs on by FBI agents

① taken good care of ② watched closely

③ severely interrogated ④ kidnapped

정답 ② 

적중:스파르타 어휘집 p45 268번

268. Young activists were kept close tabs on by FBI agents. 

① taken good care of                ② kidnapped 

③ watched closely                   ④ severely interrogated 

≫ kept close tabs on : 경계하다

4. A: I just got a promotion at work, honey!

B: That’s good! _____ to go.

① Road ② Passage

③ Way ④ Street

정답 ③

5. A : It's so windy today.

It's almost blew my hat away

B : Yeah, It's such a day

① chilly ② misty

③ blustery ④ muggy

정답 ② 

6. 적절한 표현을 고르시오.

To lose consciousness is to ________.

① black out ② blast off

③ blow up ④ come to life

정답 ①

7. A: Are you going to the high school reunion this Saturday?

B: Yes, I can’t wait to see the friends I used to ______.

① take up with ② play around with

③ put up with ④ hang out with

정답 ① 

8. A: I thought you’d gone into computers or teaching .

B: No, I ________ being a tour guide.

① ceased ② reached

③ ended up ④ caught up

정답 ③

9. There are over 74 varieties of scorpions,

① which is harmless to humans ② much of which is harmless to humans

③ humans are harmless ④ most of which are harmless to humans

정답 ④ 

10. Mars is farther from the sun than , Mars takes longer to complete

a revolution.

① is it earth ② is from earth

③ What is the earth ④ earth is

정답 ④

11. The importance of Spanish discoveries ① were to give Charies ② an

immense source of ③ wealth to carry on his many wars in ④

Europe.

정답 ①

12. The introduction of mass-production methods enable many people

_________ and gave them an unprecedented amount of mobility.

① to purchase their own automobiles

② their own to purchase automobiles

③ to their own purchase automobiles

④ own their automobiles to purchase

정답 ①

13. 다음 문장을 읽고 가장 유사한 의미를 가진 문장은?

During the 1870s, the federal government limited the role of silver in

the monetary system, causing a decline in silver prices, the closing of

many Nevada mines, and the decay of once thriving communities into

ghost towns.

① In the 1870s, the decline in the mining industry in Nevada

resulted in the reduction of silver in the monetary system and

the decay of whole communities.

② Controlled use of silver in producing money in the 1870s

destroyed the mining industry of Nevada.

③ During the 1870s, the price of silver was under the control of the

federal government, which made the declining communities and

mines in Nevada thrive again.

④ The federal government limited the role of silver, intending to

damage the villages, once thriving in Nevada, step by step.

정답 ②

14.

Back in the early 1960s, when the laser was first being developed, it

was viewed by some a fascinating research tool; others called it as a

science-fiction toy. Since that time, the laser was proved to be an

instrument of many uses. In fact in many places, it’s becoming a part

of every day life.

Q: What is the main idea of the statement?

① The laser was developed in 1960s.

② The laser is research tool.

③ The laser a science-fiction.

④ The laser becoming a part of every day life.

정답 ④

15. Poe conceived of God as a poet. The universe therefore was an artistic

creation, a poem composed by God.

Q: The reader may conclude Poe felt that man’s proper response to God

would be _______.

① submissive ② aesthetic

③ mystical ④ philosophical

정답 ②

16. The shop of the town are filled with many souvenirs, pottery and

bullhorns, all made from cheap material and decorated in a gaudy
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manner which the tourists think in(?) true Mexican folk art.

Q: The attitude of this sentence toward the souvenirs can be described as

_________.

① benevolent ② admiring

③ avaricious ④ contemptuous

정답 ④ 

<17～18> 다음 지문을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

Urgent Recall Notice

03. Dec. 2004

Joseph Wilson,

39 Grenhart Road,

Stanford, CT, 96092

The item listed below is now overdue and required by another

borrower or the reserve collection. An overdue amount on a recalled

item is accruing at the rate of $2 per item per day. Please return the

item immediately. Your borrowing privileges will be suspending if the

material is not returned before the final due date.

Author Boritte, Elisabeth, The Book of perfume.

Call No. 6685410

Barcode 0204339

Final due date : 09. Dec. 2004

Total outstanding fines and bills $ 4.00

17. Where is this notice from?

① A Video rental shop ② A bookstore

③ A public library ④ a garage sale

정답 ③

18. What will happen if the item is not given back by the due date?

① He will not be authorized to check-out items.

② He will be billed for the full cost of the item.

③ He will forfeit his membership.

④ The rate of the fine will be doubled.

정답 ①

<19～20> 다음 지문을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

A new retrospective of the French artist Marcel Duchamp is

scheduled to open at the Guggenheim Museum in New York, beginning

in May. Collecting of Duchamp’s works from New York, Paris, Berlin,

and Amsterdam will on display, with more than half coming from

Paris. This will be a rare opportunity to view a wide range of

paintings and sculptures from one of modern art’s greatest theorists

and practitioners. Never before have so many of Duchamp’s creations

been accessible to the public at one time, such that this

experimentation, development, and maturity could be discerned.

19. Where will the retrospective be held?

① Amsterdam ② Berlin

③ New York ④ Paris

정답 ③

20. Why is the exhibition described as being special?

① It will be Duchamp’s first international Public exhibition.

② It will be the first instance of such a wide scale display of

Duchamp’s art.

③ It will be a unique chance to meet some of modern art’s most

influential figures.

④ It will be the first time Duchamp personally appears with his

creations.

정답 ② 


